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ABSTRACT
Objectives Sudden unexplained death in children is a
tragic and traumatic event, often worsened when the
cause of death cannot be determined. This work aimed
to investigate the presence of putative pathogenic
genetic variants in a broad spectrum of cardiomyopathy,
channelopathy and aortic disease associated genes that
may have increased these children’s vulnerability to
sudden cardiac death.
Design We performed molecular autopsy of 41 cases
of sudden unexplained death in infants and children
through massive parallel sequencing of up to 86 sudden
cardiac death-related genes. Multiple in silico analyses
were conducted together with a thorough review of the
literature in order to prioritise the putative pathogenic
variants.
Results A total of 63 variants in 35 cases were
validated. The largest proportion of these variants is
located within cardiomyopathy genes although this
would have been more expected of channelopathy gene
variants. Subtle microscopic features of heart tissue may
indicate the presence of an early onset cardiomyopathy
as a predisposing condition to sudden unexpected death
in some individuals.
Conclusions Next-generation sequencing technologies
reveal the existence of a wide spectrum of rare and
novel genetic variants in sarcomere genes, compared
with that of cardiac ion channels, in sudden unexplained
death in infants and children. Our findings encourage
further investigation of the role of early onset inherited
cardiomyopathies and other diseases involving
myocardial dysfunction in these deaths. Early detection
of variants in these individuals could help to unmask
subtle forms of disease within their relatives, who would
eventually benefit from better counselling about their
genetic history.

INTRODUCTION
Sudden unexpected death in infants (SUDI) and in
children over 1 year of age are tragic events with a
deep impact on families, often worsened if the
cause of death remains unidentified after the
autopsy as happens in some sudden infant death
syndrome (SIDS) and sudden arrhythmic death syn-
drome (SADS) cases in children over 1 year of
age.1 2 SIDS is a worldwide major cause of death
of children under 1 year of age that remains unex-
plained after a complete autopsy and a thorough
investigation of the clinical history and a review of

the circumstances of death.3 In Spain, the rate of
deaths attributable to SIDS is 0.12/1000 live
births.4 Because SIDS and SADS are diagnoses of
exclusion, cardiac primary electric diseases (also
known as channelopathies) have been one of the
main targets of research, as any abnormality would
only be evident at the molecular level.5–7 However,
only 10% of these deaths may be attributable to
cardiac channelopathies.8 It is still unclear whether
other inherited sudden cardiac death (SCD)-related
diseases, such as hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
(HCM) or dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM), may be
involved in some SIDS and/or SADS cases in the
absence of a visible phenotype as in their most
incipient forms. We have recently reported the
presence of HCM-causing variants in a big cohort
of SIDS cases, suggesting that disruption of the
sarcomere activity may alter the Ca2+ homoeostasis
and be responsible for arrhythmogenesis.9 The
great advances in next-generation sequencing

What is already known on this topic

▸ Cardiac channelopathies are regarded as a
major genetic contributor to sudden infant
death syndrome and sudden arrhythmic death
syndrome.

▸ Current guidelines state the potential
usefulness of arrhythmia syndrome orientated
molecular autopsy for all sudden unexplained
infant deaths.

▸ There is very little knowledge about the
involvement of other sudden cardiac death
related diseases in these deaths.

What this study adds

▸ Next-generation molecular autopsy presents as
a useful tool to detect genetic variants with a
putative pathogenic role in the trigger of
sudden unexplained infant deaths.

▸ The discovery of a remarkably high number of
genetic variants within cardiomyopathy genes
reinforces the involvement of sarcomeric
dysfunction in some of these cases.
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(NGS) technologies have enormously widened the limits of
research in a much more affordable way, providing huge
amounts of information that were formerly barely accessible.
The present work is aimed at exploring the burden of putative
pathogenic variants in a series of SIDS and SADS cases in a
broad panel of SCD-associated genes.

METHODS
Ethical issues
This study was developed according to the recommendations of
the Helsinki Declaration.

Autopsy criteria and sample collection
All autopsy cases performed in the Institute of Legal Medicine
of the University of Cologne, Germany, between a period of
6 years (2005–2010) were screened. A total of 41 cases, consist-
ing of 38 SIDS and 3 SADS cases (table 1) of European, African
and Asian ancestry were collected after a thorough external and
internal examination, which included histological, toxicological
and microbiological studies, as well as an extensive investigation
of the family and clinical histories, and review of the death
scene and its context.

Study design and massive-parallel sequencing
For identification of putative pathogenic variants we designed a
custom gene panel comprising 81 genes previously associated to
cardiovascular pathologies with an increased risk of SCD. As
custom panels can be modified on demand, we subsequently
added five new genes to the second version of the panel, for a
total of 86 genes. The complete gene list is presented in online

supplementary table S1. DNA templates were obtained from
frozen blood or renal tissue; targeted sequences were enriched
and subsequently sequenced in a 5500xl SOLiD System (Life
Technologies) following a paired-end sequencing approach.
Primary and secondary bioinformatics analyses (sequence align-
ment, base quality score recalibration, local realignment, variant
calling and variant annotation) were similar to that recently
described by Brion et al.10 Tertiary analysis (variant prioritisa-
tion) was performed based on allele frequency estimates from
Exome Variant Server, and functional impact on the protein
(exonic missense, splicing and truncating variants were
included). Prioritised variants were confirmed using conven-
tional PCR amplification and Sanger sequencing. Full descrip-
tion of protocols and methods can be found in the online
supplementary methods.

RESULTS
A total of 41 SIDS and SADS cases of European, African and
Asian ancestry were studied. On target average depth of coverage
across samples was 610× and average per cent of target base-
pairs covered at least 20× was 98.88% (see online supplementary
table S2). As a result of the computational analysis, 63 variants in
35 individuals were prioritised as possibly pathogenic, and subse-
quently confirmed by Sanger sequencing. Variant distribution
within disease categories was as follows: 51 (80.9%) variants out
of the total were located within cardiomyopathy genes; 11
(17.5%) variants within channelopathy genes and 1 (1.6%)
variant within genes related to aortic disorders. With regard to
their occurrence, 37 (58.7%) out of the total were novel, and 26
(41.3%) were present at least in either National Center for
Biotechnology Information’s Single Nucleotide Polymorphism
database (NCBI dbSNP) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP/), or
the Human Gene Mutation Database (http://www.biobase-
international.com/product/hgmd). Altogether, we have found 20
individuals carrying one single putative pathogenic variant and
15 individuals carrying two or more putative pathogenic variants.
The remaining six individuals were negative for any putative
pathogenic variant (see online supplementary figure S1).
According to Ng et al11 criteria for gene variant assignment of
pathogenicity, novel variants were assigned to Class 3 variants,
also known as ‘variants of uncertain significance’. Of the variants
already present in any database, two were assigned to Class 4
(Likely Pathogenic) as a basis for the reported evidence for each
one within the literature, and the remaining were assigned to
Class 3, in the lack of any report of pathogenicity, or sufficient
supporting evidence. None of the variants could be definitely
assigned to Class 5 (Pathogenic) using the same criteria. Class 1
(Benign) and Class 2 (Likely Not-Pathogenic) variants were previ-
ously filtered out in the prioritisation process. Table 2 and online
supplementary tables S3 and S4 gather a complete list of the 63
confirmed variants including detailed information concerning
gene and transcript location, as well as bioinformatics scores and
predictions from each tool, aimed to facilitate the classification as
a basis for their putative pathogenicity.

DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, the present study provides the first high-
throughput targeted resequencing analysis of SCD-related genes
in a series of 38 SIDS and 3 SADS cases. It is currently believed
that approximately 10% of the SUDI/SIDS cases may be due to
underlying channelopathies,8 but the involvement of other
SCD-related disorders, such as cardiomyopathies, remains
poorly understood. We set a precedent for this work by per-
forming a large-scale variant screening within 16 adult-HCM

Table 1 Sample distribution and general information

SIDS (38) SADS (3)

Mean age at death 18 weeks 3 years
Gender, male/female (% male) 28/10 (74%) 2/1 (67%)
Ancestry
European 33 (86.8%) 3 (100%)
African 3 (7.9%) 0
Asian 2 (5.3%) 0

SCD family history 2 (5%) 0
Surrounding abuse
Smoking 10 (26%) 0
Cannabis 1 (3%) 0

Mother’s abuse during pregnancy
Smoking 6 (16%) 0
Heroin, methadone 1 (3%) 0

Medical history
Preterm birth 5 (13%)
Low weight/growth 6 (16%)

Position found (sleep)
Prone 11 (29%) 0
Supine 18 (47%) 2 (67%)
Not stated 9 (24%) 1 (33%)

Toxicology
Negative 34 (89%) 3 (100%)
EtOH 1 (3%) 0
Caffeine 1 (3%) 0
EtOH and caffeine 1 (3%) 0
Benzodiazepine 1 (3%) 0

EtOH, ethanol; SADS, sudden arrhythmic death syndrome; SCD, sudden cardiac death;
SIDS, sudden infant death syndrome.
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Table 2 Summary of putative pathogenic variants identified in the study

Sample Gene Transcript Nucleotide Protein dbSNP ID HGMD (Phenotype)

ID445 MYBPC3 NM_000256 c.1283T>C p.Leu428Ser
ID447 MYH6 NM_002471 c.5275A>G p.Lys1759Glu
ID450 JUP NM_002230 c.1219G>A p.Val407Ile rs370913228 CM107149 (ARVC)
ID452 LDB3 NM_007078 c.881C>T p.Ala294Val
ID453 DSC2 NM_024422 c.1787C>T p.Ala596Val rs148185335
ID454 TTN NM_001256850 c.81422C>T p.Pro27141Leu
ID455 MYLK2 NM_033118 c.134C>T p.Pro45Leu
ID456 AKAP9 NM_005751 c.3449T>C p.Leu1150Pro
ID456 TTN NM_001256850 c.95509T>G p.Trp31837Gly rs372304158
ID456 TTN NM_001256850 c.95524G>C p.Glu31842Gln rs368321767
ID457 TTN NM_001256850 c.68006C>T p.Pro22669Leu
ID458 FBN1 NM_000138 c.4150A>G p.Met1384Val
ID460 AKAP9 NM_005751 c.1396C>T p.Arg466Trp rs373876340
ID460 TTN NM_001256850 c.3835A>T p.Met1279Leu rs374497665
ID461 TTN NM_001256850 c.54058G>A p.Gly18020Ser
ID464 MYH6 NM_002471 c.3447C>G p.Ser1149Arg
ID465 JUP NM_002230 c.568G>C p.Val190Leu
ID466 TTN NM_001256850 c.39016G>A p.Ala13006Thr
ID468 TTN NM_001256850 c.74991A>C p.Gln24997His
ID469 SCN5A NM_198056 c.2890G>A p.Ala964Thr
ID470 TTN NM_001256850 c.43075G>C p.Asp14359His rs201388509
ID470 MYH7 NM_000257 c.5120T>C p.Ile1707Thr
ID470 RYR2 NM_001035 c.1046T>C p.Met349Thr
ID472 DSG2 NM_001943 c.880A>G p.Lys294Glu CM060960 (ARVC)
ID474 AKAP9 NM_005751 c.6195G>A p.Met2065Ile rs369212896

ID474 DES NM_001927 c.710C>T p.Ala237Val rs374144840
ID474 MYLK2 NM_033118 c.688T>C p.Phe230Leu
ID474 GLA NM_000169 c.416A>G p.Asn139Ser rs138886989 CM103681 (FD)
ID475 KCNE1L NM_012282 c.79A>G p.Ser27Gly
ID475 RYR2 NM_001035 c.9619A>G p.Asn3207Asp rs372601642
ID476 MYL2 NM_000432 c.37G>A p.Ala13Thr rs104894363 CM961004 (HCM)
ID477 TTN NM_001256850 c.91069G>A p.Glu30357Lys
ID477 TTN NM_001256850 c.97348C>T p.Arg32450Trp rs140319117 CM057411 (HMERF)
ID477 TTN NM_001256850 c.5479G>T p.Ala1827Ser rs141213991
ID478 DES NM_001927 c.170C>T p.Ser57Leu rs372825868
ID478 TTN NM_001256850 c.74656T>C p.Cys24886Arg
ID479 DSC2 NM_024422 c.1892C>T p.Thr631Ile
ID479 DSP NM_004415 c.7391G>A p.Arg2464His
ID479 RANGRF NM_016492 c.124G>T p.Val42Leu
ID479 TTN NM_001256850 c.40912G>A p.Val13638Met
ID480 DMD NM_004006 c.5043G>A p.Met1681Ile
ID480 MYH7 NM_000257 c.1699C>T p.Arg567Cys
ID481 TTN NM_001256850 c.76324T>C p.Ser25442Pro rs186273940
ID482 AKAP9 NM_005751 c.7176A>G p.Ile2392Met
ID482 MYH6 NM_002471 c.1336G>A p.Ala446Thr
ID482 TNNT2 NM_000364 c.407G>A p.Met105Ile
ID483 TTN NM_001256850 c.75893T>C p.Ile25298Thr
ID483 TTN NM_001256850 c.65512C>T p.Arg21838Trp
ID483 MYBPC3 NM_000256 c.3470C>T p.Pro1157Leu rs373304680
ID484 DSC2 NM_024422 c.1309G>C p.Val437Leu
ID484 TTN NM_001256850 c.49217C>T p.Ala16406Val rs373815064
ID484 TTN NM_001256850 c.60323C>T p.Thr20108Ile
ID485 BAG3 NM_004281 c.212G>T p.Arg71Leu
ID485 DSP NM_004415 c.1103T>C p.Ile368Thr rs141163578
ID485 SCN1B NM_199037 c.478G>A p.Val160Ile rs369058711
ID488 TTN NM_001256850 c.59623C>T p.His19875Tyr
ID488 TTN NM_001256850 c.79952G>A p.Arg26651Lys
ID490 TTN NM_001256850 c.90160G>A p.Gly30054Arg rs376403373 CM133389 (DCM)

ID490 TTN NM_001256850 c.91603T>A p.Tyr30535Asn rs377291343

Continued
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associated genes in 286 SIDS cases.9 One of the identified var-
iants in that study was found within the troponin I gene
(TNNI3) leading to the amino acid substitution p.S166F. In a
recent report, the variant p.S166F has been found to alter the
ability of troponin I to directly change Ca2+ binding properties
of the whole troponin complex.12 These pathological stimuli at
the molecular level may affect cardiac contractile properties con-
tributing to disease phenotypes.12 Furthermore, several other
studies have provided in vitro and in vivo evidence that variants
in sarcomere genes MYH7, MYBPC3 and TNNT2 alter cardiac
energetic efficiency even before the development of HCM, and
therefore, a sarcomeric variant itself may be a trigger for HCM
pathogenesis.13 14

A number of interesting findings arise from this work.
Individual ID476 was an 8-month-old boy who was found cyan-
otic in bed and died after 1.5 h of reanimation manoeuvres. Two
days before, he had cough. The only histopathological lesion
observed was a mild tracheitis. Review of the medical records
revealed hypoglycaemia of the infant after birth and nicotine
abuse of the mother during pregnancy. This individual carries the
first of the Class 4 variants identified in the present study,
MYL2c.37G>A, which leads to the amino acid substitution p.
A13T in the human ventricular myosin regulatory light chain.
This variant has been identified in several HCM-affected indivi-
duals from different European-American populations,11 15–18

and has also been reported in the Human Gene Mutation
Database as disease causing, in UniProt (http://www.uniprot.org/)
as possibly pathogenic, in NCBI ClinVar (http://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/clinvar/) as pathogenic, and in Exome Variant Server
with frequencies fitting the estimates of the disease prevalence.
Several functional studies have demonstrated p.A13T-induced
alterations in actomyosin interactions, which make an essential
part of the molecular engine of muscle contraction.19–21 The
dominant effect observed for p.A13T-regulatory light chain pro-
teins on myocardial function may result in higher-order effects at
the fibre level, such as myocyte disarray or fibrosis, and this may
contribute to the pathogenesis of HCM.19 No other remarkable
variants were found in this or any other gene of the panel, in this
individual.

Individual ID477 was a 1-month old boy with a structural
normal heart who carried the second Class 4 variant identified in
our analysis, TTNc.97348 C>T, which leads to the amino acid
substitution p.R25218 W in the M-line kinase domain (TK) of
the protein titin. In vitro data supported the involvement of p.
R32450 W (p.R279W in the cited report) in the disruption of a
mechanochemical signalling pathway that caused hereditary
myopathy with early respiratory failure (HMERF) in Swedish
patients.22 23 However, there is currently some controversy
regarding the involvement of this variant in HMERF, as it has
been subsequently found in healthy controls and also concomi-
tant with variants in the fibronectin type III domain 119, which
now appear more likely to be responsible for this phenotype.24 25

A modifier role of this variant cannot be discarded, though. This
individual carries, in total, three heterozygous variants in the
TTN gene, all of which are in silico predicted to be damaging
(see online supplementary table S4). We did not find any remark-
able variants in other genes of the panel.

Individual ID445 was a 2-year-old boy found dead in bed. He
had previously suffered febrile convulsions at the age of
18 months and was found with fever up to 38.7°C (101.7°F)
within 5 h prior to death, although no seizure was witnessed in
this occasion. An incipient bronchitis was found on the autopsy;
however, no viral infections were identified. No remarkable
histological alterations were found at the heart tissue level,
either. Normally, the prognosis after a febrile seizure is excel-
lent, although an increased risk of sudden unexpected death has
been observed under special circumstances, such as respiratory
insufficiency or underlying cardiac arrhythmias.26 27 Genetic
analysis of this individual revealed a novel variant in MYBPC3,
which may have contributed to developing an arrhythmic back-
ground in the heart of the toddler.

Individual ID464 was an otherwise healthy male newborn
with no remarkable personal history of disease. His mother,
however, suffers from cardiovascular disease (not specified in
the available medical records) for which she regularly follows
drug therapy with metoprolol. Toxicological results for meto-
prolol were negative in the infant, but low levels of caffeine
were found. Examination of myocardial sections with light
microscopy revealed vacuolisation of the cardiomyocytes, while
electron microscopy showed irregular distribution of the mito-
chondria and evidence of irregularities in the structure of the
mitochondrial cristae. These microscopical findings are consist-
ent with those observed in patients with DCM28 although other
incipient forms of cardiomyopathy should not be discharged.
This individual is a carrier of a novel variant in the MYH6 gene,
which has been previously associated with DCM and HCM.

Individual ID469 was a 1.5-month-old boy found dead in
bed whose autopsy and histological examination revealed a
structural normal heart. A novel variant in the SCN5A gene was
the only putative pathogenic variant found in this individual.
Furthermore, family history reports the SCD of the infant’s
uncle at the age of 18 years. Although we do not know the
genotype of the deceased relative, these findings are in agree-
ment with the strong association between variants in SCN5A
and sudden death in infants and young boys.29 30

It is unclear whether these findings could have led, separately,
to infants’ deaths; however, a combination of intrinsic and
extrinsic factors is more likely to trigger a SIDS event, as this is
considered a multifactorial entity,7 and a similar mechanism
may be acting in some cases of sudden death in young children.

The main outcomes of this study are three; first, the high effi-
ciency of NGS technologies with—sometimes, partially
degraded—autopsy samples, resulting in the identification of 63
putative pathogenic variants in 35 out of 41 samples; second,

Table 2 Continued

Sample Gene Transcript Nucleotide Protein dbSNP ID HGMD (Phenotype)

ID490 TTN NM_001256850 c.91501G>A p.Val30501Ile
ID490 RYR2 NM_001035 c.13267A>C p.Lys4423Gln rs376908332
ID491 TTN NM_001256850 c.69490G>A p.Val23164Ile rs371306826
ID492 RBM20 NM_001134363 c.2042A>G p.Tyr681Cys rs372048968

ARVC, arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy; DCM, dilated cardiomyopathy; FD, Fabry disease; HCM, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy; HGMD, Human Gene Mutation Database;
HMERF, hereditary myopathy with early respiration failure.
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the presence of a much higher number of variants within car-
diomyopathy genes compared with channelopathy genes in a
current scenario where cardiac ion channel variants are the best
established genetic contributor to SIDS7; and third, the identifi-
cation of two previously reported variants associated with sarco-
mere dysfunction at the molecular level that may have
contributed to increasing the intrinsic vulnerability of the chil-
dren to suffer a sudden unexpected death.

Approximately 59% of the genes included in our panels are
associated to cardiomyopathies and hold 51 (80.9%) of the
total number of putative pathogenic variants identified in our
study (68.4%, if we exclude TTN variants). In the titin case,
although several missense and truncating TTN variants have
been associated with HMERF, HCM and most of all with
DCM,31 32 it has recently been estimated that approximately
1.96 TTN variants are expected to be predicted simply by
chance.33 Furthermore, a recent analysis of the 1000 Genomes
cohort (http://www.1000genomes.org/) has reported a high
prevalence of TTN variants, including a cumulative frequency of
indels (9%) suggesting that the discovered variants may act as
phenotype modifiers rather than causing themselves the
disease.34 On the other hand, there is evidence of the involve-
ment of modifier genes, as well as digenic and oligogenic inher-
itance patterns, in disease penetrance in cases of HCM, long
QT syndrome or Brugada syndrome (see Cooper et al,35 for an
extensive review). We have identified a significant number of
individuals carrying multiple variants (table 2, see online supple-
mentary figure S1, supplementary tables S3 and S4) but the
combined contribution of these in increasing the intrinsic vul-
nerability of the infants remains to be elucidated.

Our study has some limitations as we have focused only in
index cases and have not tested variant cosegregation within
families. However, postmortem genetic testing is currently
recommended in SUDI victims and future work will reinforce
the usefulness of molecular autopsy in unmasking arrhythmia
syndromes and subtle forms of cardiomyopathy within
SUDI-affected families.1
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